SmartDrape ™
EXPERIENCE THE SPACE

SH EER I N N OVAT I O N
Soft

like

drapery

and

delicately

architectural,

SmartDrape™’s undulating sheer and fabric vane
construction is specially made to bring you style,
versatility, and seamless indoor-outdoor living.
Whether on extra wide windows, patio doors – or
just about any window or door in the house SmartDrape™’s award-winning design echoes the
look of soft fold drapery and provides the utmost in
privacy and light control, while helping you to get the
most out of your space in style. Winner of Red Dot
“Best of the Best” Award.
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SHEER

JOY

Sometimes

window coverings can seem like a barrier

between you and the outside. Navigating them can feel like
a chore, and has led people to use their outside spaces less
frequently, or abandon their use altogether. SmartDrape™’s
unique individual vane construction lets you walk through
the shade whether it’s opened or closed, helping to better
integrate your spaces: Your room suddenly feels bigger, you
enjoy more meals al fresco, you get around to setting up a
TV outside.
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SHEER S A F E T Y
Go from a sheer to solid fabric with a simple
twist of the wand; open or close the vanes
completely by sliding the wand across the
shade. The award-winning design is WCMA
certified “Best for Kids” and free from pull
cords that can be a strangulation risk for young
children and pets. SmartDrape™ is a practical,
family-friendly solution that’s also brimming
with sophistication and style.
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SHEER

CONTROL

Be in control of your window coverings,
not the other way around. SmartDrape™ is
engineered to be low maintenance and a joy
to operate. Built with practical features you
can count on, including its convenient and
safety-certified cordless design, a specially
designed headrail that minimizes light gaps,
and a gallery of elegant low maintenance
fabrics that are easy to clean.
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SHEER

LIVING

The impetus for SmartDrape™’s “walk-through” design extends much
deeper than convenience. It is also based on our desire to help people
re-experience their space, and find solutions to the emergent needs
of modern living. SmartDrape™ encourages mobility and airflow while
offering optimal light control and privacy.

Featuring optional alternating fabric colors

SmartDrape™ + PerfectSheer™

Whole Home Solution
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Click to View
SmartDrape™ Video
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